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CHAPTER 1 : A PET FOR ALISHA

Understanding the text

WORD POWER

STRUCTURE

COMPOSITION

FUN TIME

A. 1. Alisha wanted a cat with green eyes and a thick white coat of fur, asapet.

2. Her mother first got her a parrot.

3. Alisha still asked for a cat because she could neither play with the parrot
nor with the fish in the tank.

4. The squirrel was very shy. It remained in a corner of the cage and
refused to take the nuts when Alisha offered it the nuts.

5. Alisha's mother finally gave her a kitten.

B. 1. parrot  2. tank  3. furry  4. kitty  5. to talk.

C. 1. Mother said to Alisha.  2. Alisha said to mother.

A. 1. barks  2. croaks  3. chatters  4. talks  5. trumpets  6. neighs

B. 1. bad 2. young 3. scarce 4. thin 5. inside 6. unhappy 7. gloomy 8. huge
9. laugh  10. sad  11. forget  12. open

C. homework, playground, chairman, someday, household, peacock.

A. 1. Fish-fishy, Wind-windy, Sun-sunny, Breeze-breezy, storm-stormy Fog-
foggy, Flood-flooded, Sand-sandy, Hill-hilly

B. 2. He listened the lecture carefully.

3. She arrived punctually in the meeting.

4. The child quickly opened the door.

5. She gently packed the gift.

6. The old man suddenly disappeared in the crowd.

Do it yourself.

Do it yourself.

1. Cartoons are a series of drawings. Which are photographed and then
played as a film.

2. Walt Disney created the first talking cartoon.

3. Micky mouse first appeared in Steamboat Willie.

4. Walt Disney chose “Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs” because he
thought it was a perfect story as it had the prince, the princess, their love,
the dwarfs for fun and the wicked queen as a vamp.”

CHAPTER 2 : THE MAGIC OF WALT DISNEY

A. Understanding the text :

ENGLISH READER–4



5. “Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs” was released in 1937.

6. The names of seven dwarfs were Doc, Grumpy, Happy, Sneezy, Bashful,
Sleepy and Dopey.

B. Grumpy : Grumpy is always angry.

Happy : Happy is always happy.

Sneezy : Sneezy sneezes a lot.

Bashful : Bashful shy.

Sleepy : Sleepy feels always sleepy.

Dopey : Dopey is very silly.

C. 1. true  2. false  3. true  4. false  5. true.

A. 1. cartoon : Humorous drawing

2. animated : Bring life or vigour

3. invent : To create or design a new device

4. wicked : Evil

5. success : The accomplishment of an aim or purpose

6. dwarf : An abnormally small person

B. Do it yourself.

C. 1. scenes  2. characters  3. voices  4. animation  5. drawings  6. artists.

A. 1. I go to school everyday.

2. The sun sets in the west.

3. She likes to play football.

4. We learn our lessons everyday.

5. They play the gitar in his band.

B. 1. “How are you feeling today ?” asked the doctor.

2. It was called steamboat Willie and its hero was a little mouse named
Mickey Mouse.

3. Immediately she said, “How about me ?”

4. “Go and tidy your room at once,” ordered his mother.

5. Walt Disney and his company won many awards for the film.

C. 1. any  2. some, any  3. some  4. some

D. 1. enough  2. rather  3. quite  4. very  5. A lot of

Do it yourself

Do it yourself

WORD POWER

STRUCTURE

COMPOSITION

FUN TIME
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CHAPTER 3 : ALADDIN AND THE MAGIC LAMP

Understanding the text :

WORD POWER

terrified :

wicked :

splendid :

command :

STRUCTURE

COMPOSITION

FUN TIME

A. 1. Aladdin earned money by collecting wild figs and picking bananas.

2. Stranger wanted Aladdin to go down the manhole.

3. Aladdin was slim and went into the manhole very easily. Soon he found
himself caught in a large cave.

4. There were pots of gold, jewels and gems in the cave.

5. Genie helped Aladdin to get out of the cave.

6. He commanded the Genie to get into his home.

B. 1. F,  2 T,  3 F,  4 T,  5 T

C. 2. Aladdin told her all about his exciting adventure.

3. When Aladdin heard the demand he told the Genie of the lamp about the
Sultan's demand.

4. The wedding took place with lots of celebrations.

5. The wicked man said, “Old lamps for new.”

6. Halima gives the wicked man the old lamp.

7. The wicked man rubs the lamp.

8. Aladdin lands in a castle where he finds Halima.

9. He added a powder quietly into wicked man’s tea.

10. The wicked man fell asleep.

A. 1. poverty 3. bravery 4. honesty 5. kindness 6. selfishness 7. justice
8. generous

B. 1. Moonlight 2. airport 3. seaside 4. newspaper 5. post office 6. lighthouse
7. manhole  8. drawingroom

C. 1. caused to feel horror

2. playfull mischievous

3. very impressive

4. give an order

2. Shall I tell them to keep dinner for you ?

3. Would you like to have tea or coffee ?

4. Would you like to have a glass of water ?

5. Did he tell you where he was going ?

B. 1. a, a  2. a  3. the, the , the  4. the, a  5. a  6. the, the  7. the, the, the

Do it yourself.

Do it yourself.
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CHAPTER 4 : THE CLEVER MEN

Understanding the text :

WORD POWER

A. 1. The four men wanted a job.

2. The four different things that the four friends noticed about the camel
were :

(i) it was blind in the right eye.

(ii) it has a short tail.

(iii) it was suffering from stomachache.

(iv) it was lame in one of its legs.

3. The merchant called the four thieves because the four men told him four
distinguishing features of his lost camel without seeing the camel. The
merchant couldn't believe them and thought that the four men must have
found his camel and had sold it to someone.

4. Amar saw that the prints which the camel made on the road were that of
only three of its feet. Seeing this he guessed that the camel was lame.

5. Vijay saw that the camel had eaten the leaves of the trees only on the left
side of the road, and so he found that it was blind in the right eye.

6. Dev saw that the prints of the camel's forefeet were very deep and clear
and the prints of the hind foot were very light. So he guessed that the
camel drew up its hind leg because it had pain in the stomach.

7. The king called the four men very clever by seeing their reasoning
powers.

B. 1. tracks  2. suffering  3. veterinary  4. advisers

A. right : correct, marvellous : excellent, not ordinary : special, clever : wise.

B. clever : stupid, young : old, long : small, down : up, special : ordinary,
stop : strat,  right : left,  last : first.

C Do it yourself.

D. old older oldest

strong stronger strongest

young younger youngest

good better best

loud louder loudest

beautiful more beautiful most beautiful

much more most

B. pare,  race,  bare, ice, for, car, rob, bore, pore, are, face, bar

C. 1. He was really mean, wasn't he ?

2. The crocodile was furious, wasn't ?

3. The people need to cook their food, needn't they ?

4. Your sister in not in town, is she ?

5. Mohit goes to Delhi tomorrow, doesn't he ?
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COMPOSITION

FUN TIME

CHAPTER 5 : AVIN'S ACCIDENT

Understanding the text

WORD POWER

STRUCTURE

COMPOSITION

FUN TIME

CHAPTER 6 : FUN ON THE ROAD

Understanding the text :

Do it yourself

Do it yourself

A. 1. Avin was happy on his birthday because he got, a beautiful bicycle as a
gift from his parents.

2. The advise given by his father made him unhappy.

3. Avin's stomach churned means he felt annoyed and irritated.

4. The accident occurred because of Avin's careless while riding the cycle
on the road.

5. Avin learnt that one should not disobey the traffic rules.

6. Yes, the lady forgave Avin.

B. 1. F,  2 F,  3 F,  4 F,  5 F,  6 T.

C. 1. Avin said to himself

2. Avin's father said to Avin.

A. 1. ltd. 5. tbsp

2. l 6. sq

3. ml 7. dg

4. maths 8. q

B. Do it yourself

C. 1. sad    2. baby   3. leg   4. cup   5. drive

D. 1. sad 2. many 3. hate 4. going 5. fast 6. doubtful 7. old 8. difficult
9. disobey

A. 1. as old as 2. as heavy as 3. as long as

B. 1.  more  2. more  3. more  4. more  5. more

C. 1. Can  2. May  3. May  4. May  5. Can  6. Can

Do it yourself

Do it yourself

A. 1. Hemani had to turn her paper in at the school first thing in the morning.

2. The strong wind lifted the papers out of the notebook and carried them
into the city streets.
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3. The policeman helped Hemani by blowing his whistle long and loud. He
stopped all traffic at the corner. He then called Hemani and her friends
and told them to collect the papers spread on the road.

4. The taxi driver and few other people on the road helped the girls.

5. When the drivers saw the paper chase on the road, they laughed and their
angry feelings disappeared.

B. 1. Hemani said to her friends.

2. Valentina said to her friends.

3. Taraffic policeman said to Hemani and her friends.

4. Some drivers asked each other.

A. 1. sad  2. angry  3. surprised   4. confused

B.

C. 1. to, too, two 3. one : won 5. road : rode

2. blew, blue 4. right : write 6. sea : sea

D. first : last, open : close, near : far, top : bottom, busy : idle, quick : slow,
stop : start, out : in, few : many, long : short, friend : enemy, give : take,
big : small, cry : laugh, straight : curved, loud : low, easy : difficult,
back : front

A. 1. I could not come because I was ill.

2. I missed the bus since I came walking.

3. Since he did not know Tamil, he spoke in English.

4. He wanted to help them because the people were poor and helpless.

B. 1. under, in  2. at, into  3. at, to, after  4. on  5. at  6. near

C. 1. carefully 2. beautifully 3. kindly 4. hopefully 5. happily 6. sadly
7. angrily  8. cunningly

Do it yourself.

Do it yourself.

A. 1. Nino felt bored because she had nothing to do.

2. She found herself in a hole when she followed the white rabbit.

3. Nino saw all kinds of interesting things on the sides of the hole.

4. Nino saw a key on the table. She tasted the liquid of the bottle which

WORD POWER

STRUCTURE

FUN TIME

COMPOSITION

CHAPTER 7 : DREAM OF NINO

Understanding the text :

30

sad

grief unhappy
sorrow

stop big

check enormouspause large
half huge



said ‘DRINK ME TO ENTER THE DOOR.’ As she drank it, she became
ten inches tall. She couldn't get the key lying on the table. Then she
found a glass box with a tiny little cake inside. The box had the label-
‘EAT ME’. She ate the cake. She again became big. She could now reach
the key. She took the key and drank the liquid. She again became 8
inches tall and entered through the door to reach the garden.

5. Nino got bigger again by eating the tiny little cake kept inside a small
glass box with the label-EAT ME.

6. Nino sobbed in her dream because she found that the door was locked
and she could not go back to hall through the door.

B. 1. False. Nino landed on a heap of flowers at the bottom of the rabbit hole.

2. False. She found a small box with a little cake in it with words written
EAT ME.

3. False. Nino saw a white rabbit in a waist coat.

4. False . When she drank the liquid she started shrinking and was soon
only eight inches tall.

5. False. Nino found a bottle with a label ‘DRINK ME TO ENTER THE
DOOR’

C. 1. tired, grassy  2. rabbit  3. golden, glass  4. ten  5. sobbed, sobbed

A 1. Waistcoat  2. heap  3. Delicious  4. Grassy  5. Bottomless  6. Nowhere

B. 1. abnormal 2. fast 3. high 4. better 5. small 6. up 7. boring 8. disappear
9. unlock.

A. 1. Oh dear ! Oh dear ! I shall be late.

2. Oh ! what a beautiful garden.

3. It was delicious but soon she had a funny sort of feeling as though she
was shrinking.

4. Alas ! when she reached the door she found that she had forgotten to
take the key.

5. “Now I seem to be getting bigger,” said Nino.

6. Her brother said, “Are you day dreaming again, Nino ?”

B. 1. What were there in the garden ?

2. What had Nino never seen ?

3. What was there inside the box ?

4. Where could she get through ?

Do it yourself.

WORD POWER

STRUCTURE

COMPOSITION
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FUN TIME

CHAPTER 8 : ONAM

Understanding the text :

WORD POWER

Holyman :

Enact :

Mythological:

Elegant :

1. lend  2. discend  3. pretend  4. ascend  5. contend.

A. 1. The festival of Onam is celebrated in Shravana-Bhadrapada that is
around August-September.

2. Kerala looks lush very beautiful. The rains are over, the trees look clean
and there is greenery all around. The days are sunny and the air is cool
and refreshing. The paddy is freshly harvested.

3. People clean their homes and plaster their courtyards with cowdung.
Usually people place two little well decorated mounds of earth in the
centre. The people gather flowers, for making floral rangolis at the
entrance of their homes. Some people also use different colours along
with flowers.

4. They place two mounds of earth in their courtyards to represent Lord
Mahabali and Vishnu.

5. During the social functions, performances of the classical dance of
Kerala, Kathakali are held. The Kathakali dancers enact mythological
stories with the help of traditional musical instruments.

6. Vamana asked for a piece of land as he could cover in three steps.
Mahabali readily agreed to grant the wish Vamana soon started growing
in size and became as big as universe. In two steps he covered the entire
earth and the heavens. Vamana now wanted to put the third step.
Realising that it was Vishnu standing before him and he could not go
back on his word, he told Vamana to place his foot on his head. Vamana
pushed Mahabali down, down until he reached hell.

B. 1. southernmost 2. August-September 3. ten-day 4. Mahabali 5. people,
Onam.

C. 1. 2. × 3. ×  4. 5.

A. 1. same 2. old 3. bad 4. short 5. least 6. worst 7. dirty 8. stale 9. boring
10. weak  11. unhappy  12. giant

B. 1. A man dedicated to religious purpose.

He is a holyman and helps the poor and needy.

2. act out

He enacted the character in a play very well.

3. relating to or found in mythology.

He likes to read mythological stories.

4. graceful

She lookes very elegant in the sari.

3 3 3
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5. having to do or following traditions

My mother is a very traditional lady.

A. 1. were playing  2. were, talking  3. are going  4. rode  5. talked

B. 1. some, any  2. some  3. any  4. some, any  5. some, any

C. 1. Which is the southernmost state of India ?

2. When does the festival fall ?

3. Who was jealous of Mahabali's popularity ?

4. Who pushed Mahabali down ?

Do it yourself.

Do it yourself.

A. 1. The Pangolin is an animal covered from nose to tail with hard scales.
The scales are brown or of grey colour. It has four feet with very sharp
claws at the end. It has small, pointed head, with small ears and eyes.

2. No, it doesn't have teeth.

3. Pangolin is also known as ant-eater because it loves to eat ants.

4. Primates are considered to be the most intelligent creatures because of
their large brains.

5. Orangutan is found only in rainforests of Borneo and Sumatra.

B. 1. is an animal covered from nose to tail; ants and its hard scales would not
feel the bite of any ant; ant-eater; dig the burrows; has small, pointed
head.

2. Lemurs, monkeys, apes; belonging to the family of primates, herbivorus;
groups which are generally large families; of two types; the ‘Old World
Monkeys; Langurs, Macaques and Baboons; which are found in the
tropical forests of S.America; Spider monkeys, Howler monkeys,’

C. 1. T,   2 F   3 T 4 T 5 T

1. hole dug by a small animal as a home

2. is a mammal with hard scales on its body and which
loves to eat ants.

3. Animals that give birth and suckle their babies

4. Animals/plants in the danger of dying out

5. Mammal of an order including apes, monkeys and
humans

6. animals with backbone

traditional :

STRUCTURE

COMPOSITION

FUN TIME

CHAPTER 8 : OUR NATIONAL FRIENDS

Understanding the text

WORD POWER

burrow :

ant-eater :

mammal :

endangered:

primates :

vertebrates :
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CHAPTER 10 : THE BLUE JAY

Understanding the text

WORD POWER

.

STRUCTURE

A. 1. Prince Arjun couldn't see the beauty of Princess Ramya because he was
blind.

2. Princess Ramya want to sing as beautifully as the little Jay.

3. Little Jay told Ramya to go to the lotus pool at the bottom of her garden
and take the only lotus in the pool in her hands and say the following
words :

“Lotus, lotus, lovely flower,

In this quiet midnight hour,

Make my voice sing through the days

As sweetly as the little Jay's.”

4. Princess Ramya's second wish was to make the blue Jay look very
beautiful.

5. Jay was happy because it was no more brown Jay but it was now a
beautiful blue Jay !

B. 1. Princess Ramya said to Jay 2. Jay said to Princess Ramya.

C. 1. T 2. F   3. F   4. T 5. F

A one who looks good — beautiful

one who is sad — unhappy

the full moon night — purnima

12 o'clock at night — midnight

shaking — trembling

one who cannot see — blind

B. unhappy : happy, beautiful : ugly, laugh : cry, deep : shallow, poor : rich,
bottom : top, bright : dull, cold : hot.

C. 1. bead  2. spare  3. fear  4. boat  5. bags

A. 1. Prince Arjun was blind.

2. Jay was the name of the little bird.

3. Princess Ramya was unhappy because she had an ugly voice.

4. Princess Ramya went to the lotus pool on purnima.

B. 1. A lady is looking at the vegetables.

2. Two boys are playing with ball.

3. A traffic policeman is charging fine from a scooter rider.
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COMPOSITION

FUN TIME

STRUCTURE

COMPOSITION

FUN TIME

CHAPTER 11 : THE CLEVER PRINCE

Understanding the text

WORD POWER

Do it yourself.

A. Do it yourself.

B. fast, sharp, dreadful, strong

A. 1. me  2. it  3. us  4. her  5. she

B. 1 (d),  2 (f),  3 (a),  4 (e)  5 (b) 6 (c)  7  (h)  8  (g)

Do it yourself.

A. Do it yourself.

A. 1. The Prince was unable to sleep because the guns of the enemy outside
the castle walls, the cries of the babies and hungry people kept him
awake.

2. People could either die of hunger or would be killed by enemies.

3. The dirty man was a hungry prisoner.

4. Shebaji said that the Prince was very kind. No one went empty handed
from the palace. Shebaji gently told the dirty man to eat whatever he
wanted as there was a lot of food in the kitchen.

5. The plan of enemy's army was to send their man in dirty clothes to the
Prince's camp to look for the stock of food they were left with. The
enemy arms thought that the Prince was running out of food stock and
would give up soon.

B. 1. messenger outside to get help and collect the food from my uncle.

2. Please eat what you want, there is lot more in the kitchen.

food, purse full of gold coins.

3. did not eat the food but allowed the dirty man to eat the food,

would not die.

4. the prince's army had enough food stocks with them.

5. that they had enough food and gold coins, that the Prince's army had
enough food, go back home.

A. eatable, suitable, readable, measurable, lovable, honourable, miserable

B. 1. Enemy : Sita considered Mita as her enemy.
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2. Respected : I respected my uncle very much.

3. Messenger : A messenger brought message that her grandmother was ill.

4. Surrender : The soldier decided to die rather than to surrender before
the enemy.

5. Retreat : The soldiers began the retreat when they thought that they
could not win over their enemies.

6. Astonished : I was astonished to know that he had failed in the
examination.

C. 1. foe 2. guru 3. palace 4. powerful 5. pleasant 6. joyful 7. plenty 8. give
up  9. victory  10. information

A. 1. pity  2. courage  3. childhood  4. truth  5. strength  6. cleanliness

B. 1. common noun 2. collective noun 3. common noun 4. proper noun
5. collective noun

C. 1. a  2. a, a   3. a  4. the, a   5. the, the   6. the

A boy went on his cycle by the river. He was stopped for a while. He saw a
young girl in the river waving her hands for help. The boy took off his shirt
and jumped into the river to help the girl and the boy swam safely to the
shore.

Do it yourself.

A. 1. Anuradha took Lata running with her to feel better.

2. The basket ball coach advised Anuradha that if she made a mistake, she
must concentrate harder and continue. She must not think of the past.

3. When Lata began to play she made a mistake and stopped. She closed
her eyes for a moment and started again. This time there were no
mistakes. The music was full of beauty.

4. Guruji was proud of her because she came out of her nervousness and
performed beautifully in the concert.

B.

Both girls were very beautiful, thin, Lata loved music and she was learning

had long plaits and bright eyes. to play the harmonium. Anuradha also

liked music but she loved sports even

more. She was one of the best players

of the girl's basket ball team in school.

STRUCTURE

COMPOSITION

FUN TIME

CHAPTER 12 : THE PERFORMANCE

Understanding the text :

How are Lata and Anuradha How are Lata and Anuradha

alike ? different ?
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C. 1. F,  2. F,  3. T,  4. T

A. 1. nervous  2. concert  3. coach  4. auditorium  5. gently

B. 1. worst 2. enemy 3. separate 4. short 5. dull 6. different 7. humble
8. younger  9. half

C. 1. I attended a musical concert last night.

2. My cricket coach is very strict.

3. The auditorium was full of spectators.

4. She has a stage-fear and feels nervous on the stage.

5. Practice makes a man perfect.

A. 1. are  2. like  3. love  4. smile  5. clap

B. quick : quickly, lazy : lazily 3. neat : neatly 4. happy : happily 5. soft :
softly  5. hard : hardly

1. quickly  2. lazily  3. neatly  4. happily  5. softly  6. hardly

Do it yourself.

Do it yourself.

A. 1. Galileo's interest as a child was to sit by himself in a corner and make
toys which could be worked by wheels and pulleys.

2. The lamp in the cathedral helped Galileo to prove that a thing hanging
from support took the same length of time to swing a short distance as a
long distance.

3. Galileo placed two cannon balls at the edge of the tower one weighed a
hundred pounds and the other, one pound. Galileo pushed the ball over
the edge. The two balls stuck the ground at the same moment. He, thus,
proved that heavy as well as light material falls to the ground at the
same moment.

4. Copernicus was an astronomer. He had watched the stars and planets
and had seen that they were in different parts of the sky at different
times.

He tried to prove that the sun was at the centre of all movement and not
the earth. He also tried to prove that the rising and settling of the sun is
due to the spinning of the earth on its own axis. The earth is a planet. It
spins like a top for day and night, and at the same time, it makes the year
go slowly moving around the sun.

WORD POWER

Court :

Coach :

Auditorium :

Nervous :

Practice :

STRUCTURE

COMPOSITION

FUN TIME

CHAPTER 15 : GALILEO GALILEI

Understanding the text :
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5. Galileo's devised a telescope to look at the sky. He made it by picking a
bit of old organ pipe and pushed a bulgy spectacle glass into one end and
a hollow one into the other. His instrument had made things look three
times nearer.

B. 1. Copernicus said it. 2. Galileo’s father said it.

C. 1. Galileo to be a merchant.

2. the lamp was taking the same length of time to swing a short distance as
a long one.

3. and light weight when made to fall from the same height reached the
ground at the same moment.

4. stuck the ground at the same moment.

5. decided to find out the movements of the planets himself.

6. mountains, valleys, craters, seas and plains.

1.

We do experiments in the laboratory.

2.

His father is a rich merchant.

3.

Aryabhatta was a famous mathematician.

4.

I went to a cathedral to pray.

5.

His discovery made him very famous.

6.

The invention of computers brought a revolution in mass
communication.

B. cannot, will not, what is, you will, it's, doesn't, I'm, that's, he is, there's,
I have,  you're

C. 1. quickly 2. badly 3. suddenly 4. heavily 5. easily 6. angrily 7. happily
8. carefully  9. clearly  10. slowly

1. He was crying because he had failed.

2. They found the shop but it was closed.

3. Do that again or you'll get into trouble.

4. The mother was very hungry yet gave the chapti to her child.

5. Is it this paper or that paper ?

B. 2. Was it tasty ? 3. Was it expensive ?

4. Were they easy ? 5. Was is cold ?

Do it yourself.

WORD POWER

experiment :

merchant :

mathematician

cathedral

discovery

invention

STRUCTURE

COMPOSITION
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FUN TIME

CHAPTER 23 : ALICE AND THE CATERPILLAR

Understanding the text

WORD POWER

STRUCTURE

COMPOSITION

FUN TIME

Thermometer : Fahrenheit, Aeroplane : Wright Brothers, Telephone :
Alexander Graham Bell, Television : J.L. Baird

A. 1. Alice was confused about her identity because she thought she had
changed several times.

2. According to Alice, the catterpillar would understand her someday when
it had to turn into a butterfly.

3. Alice was getting irritated with catterpillar because it asked again and
again about her identity.

4. Catterpillar adviced Alice to repeat, “You are old, father Williams.’

5. No, Alice was not able to get all the words right.

6. Catterpillar was angry when Alice talked abut the height because the
catterpillar itself was of small height-exactly three inches high.

B. 1. Alice 4. Catterpillar 7. Catterpillar

2. Alice 5. Alice

3. Catterpillar 6. Catterpilar

C. 1. Yes  2. Yes  3. Yes  4. Yes  5. No  6. No

A. pill, ate, liar, alter, piller, pile, part lip, later, rail

B. 1. imperfect 2. impatient 3. in-correct 4. unafraid 5. misunderstand
6. impolite  7. dishonest  8. irresponsible  9. inhuman  10.  indiscipline.

C. 2. horse  3. lion  4. cow / bull  5. cat  6. dog  7. goat  8. sheep

D. reply : answer, queer : unusual, little : small, remark : comment, melancholy
: sad,  alter : change,  plead : request

A. 1. heavier  2. more beautiful  3. sweeter  4. richer

B. 1. shyly  2. clearly  3. angrily  4. silently  5. happily

C. get got got

think thought thought

say said said

feel felt felt

keep kept kept

try tried tried

ask asked asked

Do it yourself

Do it yourself
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